STUDENT WORK: FAUVIST PORTRAIT PAINTING

Student comment “You should gradate here”

Student's work in progress

Partner's notes on graphic organizer

AFTER
Students Comments:

1. “I like how the colors are blending and showing great gradation.”
2. “I think you need to blend the brown and the green to show gradation.”

Student's Work-in-Progress

Partner's Feedback on Graphic Organizer

AFTER
Peer Assessment of the Warm and Cool Color Scale

Name: Michele Zhang

1. What rubic level would you give your partner and why? 

2. Select an area on the color scale that needs improvement. Next to that area, write a suggestion on how to improve the work. Be sure to include words from the word bank.

3. Select an area on the color scale that is correct and explain why it is correct using words from the word bank.

Before:

My next steps are to change the color of my dogs one and two. Also, make bricks six and five have less saturator.

For six, six - add more yellow. White and the golden-brown/green color. Also make the same with less white.

AFTER:

[Color samples showing changes in the color palette]
Peer Assessment of the Warm and Cool Color Scale

1. What rubric level would you give your partner and why?
2. Select an area on the color scale that needs improvement. Next to that area write a suggestion on how to improve the work. Be sure to include words from the word bank.
3. Select an area on the color scale that is correct and explain why it is correct using words from the word bank.

AFTER:
In the pink area, it has smooth blending (cheek).

The upper lip has smooth blending and gradation, which brings out the smooth texture of the lip.

The blending part around the eye looks flat and it needs more blending.